1 Human composting seeks to break bodies all the way down to their organic material. This process follows a specific set of steps to break down the body into compost material. First, liquid nitrogen is used to freeze the body. Because the human body is made up of about 70% water, it freezes easily and then, like ice, is very fragile. After the body is frozen, vibrations break up the body into the smallest pieces possible. These pieces are then freeze-dried and at this point are ready to be used for compost.
Once the compost is created, it can be used for planting a tree or other plant that will take up the dead's molecules left over in the compost to create a "living memorial." It is important to note that human composting deals only with one's body and has no connection with the possible existence of one's soul. This movement places an emphasis on retaining the beauty and dignity of each person's body in an effort to memorialize his or her life. Human composting is 1 "Ecological Burial," Promessa, accessed December 12, 2018, http://www.promessa.se/.
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Catholic Beliefs
Catholics have very specific rituals they follow following the death of a loved one. They believe that a person should be accompanied throughout the entire process of death -death, funeral, burial -especially through prayer. Death has such a deep meaning for Catholics because of the belief in the resurrection of the dead. This belief in the resurrection makes death and funeral rituals more bearable for those left behind. It is believed that the dead have the opportunity to share in Christ's resurrection and this belief is what motivates the majority of Catholic after-death rituals. For Catholics, death is not a definite end but rather a transition to a new life with Christ. 5 Catholicism teaches that without the resurrection, faith is useless. This faith in the resurrection not only consoles the dying, but also helps those who remain behind to know "God's work of love does not cease when a person dies but continues throughout eternity." 6 Funeral rituals in the Catholic Church have developed over time to include the family in these practices, allowing the funeral liturgy to have a more personal aspect. As the world modernizes, so does the funeral liturgy; however, some view this modernization as a discredit to traditional funeral practices. Regardless, the main focus of the funeral liturgy is to pass the dead over into the hands of God. 7 It is important for Catholics that they treat the dead with the same (New York: Crossroad Pub, 1998) , 23. 7 Tongeren, "Individualizing Ritual," 128.
However, this was not always the case. Cremation originally was understood to be a "radical departure" from Catholic death customs, primarily because it was a threat to the belief in bodily resurrection at the end of time. In 1886, the Vatican formally declared cremation "incompatible"
with Church teaching, making traditional earthly burial the only acceptable means of body disposal after death. At this time, the Church even went so far as to forbid priests from administering any funeral rites to someone who had been cremated.
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In the 1900s, cremation slowly became less and less problematic for Catholics. Catholics became more aware of the dangers posed by bodily burial, such as the loss of land and the dangerous vapors released from burial grounds as a result of decomposition. In the meantime, the secular world also was beginning to change its opinions about cremation which led to the 1902
Cremation Act. This act fully recognized the legality of cremation, starting in Britain. This legal decision inspired even greater the dialogue within the Catholic Church to consider cremation as an allowable option for body disposal after death. Additionally, the unfortunate abundance of violent deaths in WWI pushed to the limit the belief that bodily resurrection required all pieces of the human compost movement in totality. Francis also claims, "It is Christian conviction that the divine and human meet in the slightest detail in the seamless garment of God's creation, in the last speck of dust of our planet." 21 Returning one's body to the earth after death through human composting is a great opportunity to unite with the divine in the smallest specks of His creation.
A Catholic argument in support of the human compost movement may follow a pattern similar to the arguments that developed over time in support of cremation in the Catholic Church. A major logistical concern of cremation was where the ashes would be preserved. The
Church came to the conclusion that as long as the ashes were buried on "consecrated ground" 19 Francis, "Laudato Si," #5. 20 Francis, #2. 21 Francis, #9.
Ederer 10 then cremation could be supported. 22 The Vatican announced that ashes belong in sacred space alone. 23 As long as Catholics follow these appropriate guidelines for conserving ashes then the Church sees no issue with cremation. 24 These exact same arguments can be made in support of human composting. There is no reason why composted remains could not be placed in a sacred space. In fact, the compost could be utilized on church grounds and other consecrated grounds to nourish the soil, provide garden space, and overall be simultaneously sustainable in practice and reverent in manner toward lost loved ones. A sacred space made up of composted human remains could be labeled on Catholic grounds in such a way that memorializes the bodies being remembered in the area and identifies the respect that is owed to this sacred ground. Another motivator that led to increased Catholic support for cremation was its environmental benefits.
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Simply by the nature of its definition, compost is much more ecologically minded than cremation.
One Catholic scholar specifically acknowledges the divinely-inspired relationship between humans and the environment. He says, "human beings are morally obliged to use and modify the natural environment and their own bodies in accordance with their intrinsic teleology." His use of the word "teleology" here refers to his understanding of the relationship between the earthly environment and human nature to be an explanation of humanity's purpose to be simultaneously a part of creation and a mindful user of it. 26 In addition to the environmental 22 Knight, "Cremation and Christianity," 309. arguments posed for cremation, the Church also supports it as an affordable alternative to traditional full-body burial. A monastery in Georgia has seventy acres of land reserved for conservation and natural cemeteries, including spots for cremated remains. Not only is their goal to preserve the hundreds of plant species and wildlife present on the land, but they also invite
Catholics into an option for green burial, a simpler, more affordable option than standard Catholic burial grounds. 27 Human compost could contribute to the environmental conservation and restoration occurring at this monastery, not to mention it would fit right in with both the economic and ecological goals of this monastery's burial grounds.
Despite all of these arguments that can inevitably be posed in support of the human compost movement, there is one incredibly significant argument that does not align with human compost -bodily resurrection. Referenced in the previous section, Catholic funeral liturgy invites the dead to "share in Christ's resurrection." 28 In the early 1900s, a Catholic Bishop by the name of Wordsworth spoke harshly against any form of body disposal after death that threatened the belief in bodily resurrection. Similarly, in the mid 1900s the Vatican stated that cremation created a tension in the belief of future bodily resurrection. 29 Cremation was the only other commonly practiced option for body disposal after death at the time which is why it is the practice specifically referenced by the Catholic Church to be in opposition with a fundamental aspect of their faith tradition. Bodily resurrection assumes a requirement that the whole body be buried intact in order to be raised by Christ. For this reason alone, the Church would be extremely hesitant to support the human compost movement because its end product looks and Ederer 12 feels like soil and thus is a far stretch from an intact human body. However, the Catholic Church's official silence thus far on body disposal options other than body burial and cremation indicate the possibility of openness and future support for options such as human composting.
In addition, the Vatican has been historically reluctant to support any form of bodily decomposition that is hastened by mechanical means. 30 The current methods of human composting do utilize mechanical means. However, this detail was seemingly overlooked when cremation finally became supported by the Church, so it is likely that it could be overlooked in human composting as well. Unfortunately, the funeral rite mentioned in the previous section that involves transferring the physical body to the place of burial would be absent from composting practices, unless of course loved ones participate in the transference of composted remains to the land these remains will be planted in.
An educated, traditional Catholic may be able to find additional minor rejections for human composting as a result of Catholic doctrine. For example, one could argue that if the body of an influential Catholic who could potentially become a saint were to be composted, there
would not be an opportunity to see if his or her body was incorruptible. It is believed that if a body does not disintegrate after burial, it is possible that this person is incorruptible and could be canonized as a saint. It is apparent that any rejection leads back to the overarching tension between human composting and bodily resurrection in Christ. Because the body is sacred and deserves preservation, the Church assumes a "lack of faith in physical resurrection of the body"
for anyone who destroys their body after death. 31 However, the excerpt from Paul's first letter to the Corinthians refutes this assumption. If the Catholic Church was able to approve of cremation 30 Knight, 311. 31 Henningfield, Disposal of the Dead, 23-24.
Ederer 13 practices after a significant amount of time and modernization, then they are much more likely to approve of human composting if by definition alone it possesses the same, if not more beneficial, qualities as cremation.
Daoist Beliefs
Daoist tradition believes that life should be all together nourishing, prolonging, protecting, and cultivating of the body. They believe the soul plays a big role in these acts of cultivating and renewing life. Daoist tradition says that a person's soul after death is transformed to create renewed life. 32 Therefore, the soul must be separated from one's body after death because the soul will create this renewed life in a different being or body than previously dwelled in. When this separation occurs, the soul takes on "superhuman powers." 33 This newly transformed, superhuman soul lives on near the dead body until the body fully disintegrates. For this reason, Daoists believe they must wait for the soul to stop coming back to the body before they can proceed with burial.
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In addition to these many beliefs about the soul, Daoism also has specific beliefs about how to properly care for one's body after death. Daoists believe that the body itself is nothing more than dust and dirt because of their perceived connection between body and earth.
Nonetheless, a proper burial is the most highly regarded method of body disposal after death because it ensures the soul can be at peace away from the body once the natural process of disintegration is completed. compost provides a space for mourners to return to because loved ones could use the human compost material to create living memorials to visit and remember their lost family and friends.
The ability to return to a sight that stands in remembrance of a dead loved one is important for
Daoists because it helps ensure that the dead are never forgotten.
Daoism emphasizes that a body should be returned to nature after death. Human composting aligns with this element of Daoist tradition because compost creates new earth that contributes to and promotes the growth of nature. Daoists believe that the body is equivalent to dirt, and compost itself is dirt. As stated in the previous section, the only support that Daoists give for choosing cremation over burial is the fact that cremation allows for land to be freed up for purposes other than body disposal. Composting, however, not only frees up land but creates brand new land by providing nourishment for land that may be lacking in nutrients or a strong balance of organic material. Compost adds to the land rather than taking away from it, which is more than can be said for cremation.
In addition, human composting was described as being as close as science will get to reincarnation. Composting promotes new life. Anything that is planted in human compost material will grow directly out of the organic molecules that once made up that person's body.
This phenomenon can be understood as its own form of reincarnation because the organic breakdown of the physical body fosters new life to be born out of the human compost material.
Reincarnation is also a very important aspect of Daoist belief about what happens to the soul after death. Therefore, the parallel images of scientific reincarnation and Daoist reincarnation can be put in dialogue with one another to determine the relationship between these two perspectives of reincarnation.
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Composting is also favorable when it comes to beliefs about the soul, especially because Daoism believes the soul does not depart from the body until the body has fully disintegrated. It is incredibly important for Daoists to ensure the soul of their loved one is at peace and for this reason they must wait for it to permanently depart from the body. The soul would be able to depart much faster if the body underwent the process of human composting because this process uses technology to expedite the body's disintegration. Other Daoist views about the soul, however, stand in opposition to the process of human composting. Burial is so important in Daoism because it ensures that the soul has an intact body to return to if it so chooses.
Cremation, composting, or any other disposal option that violates the intact physical body in any way would make it more difficult for the soul to be called back to its previous body. For this reason, the soul would not be at peace without a proper burial.
Jewish Beliefs
Jewish tradition welcomes death as a liberation of the soul from its "bodily prison."
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Jews encourage a positive acceptance of death, believing that death is ultimately built into God's original plan for humanity. Death is understood as a process of consciously giving oneself away, back to God, the creator of all life. 41 For Jews, death offers renewed life in the presence of God because of their belief that God has the ability to return life back to the dead. Jews believe in the possibility of an eventual resurrection of the dead which will be orchestrated by God at an unknown time. 42 Through this resurrection, it is believed that God will restore the soul to one's body at the moment of His choosing. In a traditional prayer from the Siddur, a Jewish prayer Ederer 17 book, Jews pray regularly in expectancy for this resurrection in which souls will be returned to the bodies they once dwelled in.
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The body is an integral part of Jewish tradition surrounding death. Judaism teaches that at the start of life, God's breath animated the body from dust. Consequently, at the time of one's death the body should be returned to the dust from which it was originally formed. 44 This argument is often used in support of body burial, and it aligns closely with the motivations behind the human compost movement. This belief has influenced Jewish understandings of the body as a "holy vessel" that belongs to God. Because this vessel comes from God and will return to Him, it retains its holiness even after death. 45 Therefore, Judaism teaches that the best way to honor the body with dignity after death is to perform a very quick, full body burial. Burial is important to Jews because it is motivated by the goal to honor one's God-given body by returning it to Him in its complete manner. 46 Likewise, because death is understood as a process of decay, Judaism believes that this decay can be most efficiently carried out through natural burial alone.
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Burial is one of the most important aspects of Jewish death rituals, and therefore there are many actions that must accompany body burial in the Jewish tradition. According to official Jewish teaching, after one's death a person's body should immediately be placed on the floor to symbolize a returning to the earth, the dust that they came from. Another ritual aspect within Jewish burial practice is placing soil under the deceased's head in the coffin, yet another way to 43 Accompanying someone from death to the grave is an obligation for Jews, and in doing so they are performing the highest deed, referred to as chesed shel emet. 49 Chesed shel emet is otherwise known as "disinterested kindness." 50 In other words, the Jewish act of accompanying the dead to the grave is understood to be one of the greatest acts of kindness one could perform. 
Judaism and Human Composting
There are a handful of connections between Jewish beliefs about death and the human composting process. First of all, the biblically based belief that the body comes from dust and therefore should be returned to dust at the end of life is consistent with human composting when Bregman, Religion, Death, and Dying, 34. 50 Mintz, "Religious Approaches," 169.
considering compost to be dust itself. The Bible verses stated in the previous section support human composting in the Jewish context as a positive option for body burial after death when one understands that the process of human composting returns the body to its original dust form.
If Jews are seeking an efficient way to return bodies to the dust through decomposition, then they will find that compost is inevitably the most efficient option.
Another comparison between Jewish teaching and human composting arises when acknowledging Judaism's one reason to be in favor of cremation. Although burial is much more widely accepted and practiced in Jewish tradition than cremation, Jews do believe that cremation is a smart option ecologically. Composting is an even better ecological option than cremation, so it is possible that the human compost movement could eventually be supported by Jews for the same reason as cremation is currently accepted. However, many of the Jewish traditions centered around death directly contrast the human composting process. For instance, although the connection was made in the previous paragraph between dust and compost, compost actually produces very fertile soil which is much further away in composition from the characteristics of dust than even cremated remains. In other words, cremated remains more closely resemble dust than composted material. However, the Hebrew translation of "dust" in Genesis 3:19 showed that the word originally used for dust was ground. Compost is precisely the same material as the natural ground.
Jewish tradition states, "Resurrection of the body inspires us to consider the body as sacred, as God's creation, neither to be disparaged nor abandoned." 51 Therefore, resurrection of the body cannot occur if the body is not intact. Similarly, the soul cannot be restored to the body if it does not remain perfectly intact. Jews most often refer to their eventual returning to the earth Ederer 20 through death in a manner that emphasizes a return of the body to the earth in its most complete form. A composted body is no longer intact or complete. According to Judaism, an incomplete and/or disparaged body implies a destruction of its holiness. Although death is understood as a process of decay in the Jewish tradition, it must decay naturally through burial alone.
Lastly, Judaism believes "ensuring that the dead have a proper resting place is as important as caring for those members of the community who are living." 52 For Jews, following death rituals correctly is more important than the accuracy of their beliefs. Many of their practices date all the way back to Abraham mourning over his wife's death, as depicted in the first book of the Hebrew Bible, Genesis 23. 53 Pre-burial, funeral, burial, and mourning rituals are all highly regarded in the Jewish tradition. These rituals only can be accurately followed if one's body undergoes a full, proper burial very shortly after the death occurs.
Secular Arguments
Although the primary goal of this paper is to create a theological argument in support of the human compost movement, there are many credible arguments made for human composting that help one gain a greater understanding of the benefits of this body disposal process which then can be put in dialogue with theological beliefs. First of all, composting is economically and environmentally friendly. Cremation was originally the most environmentally friendly option for body disposal after death, but research is beginning to show that this is no longer the case.
"Cremains make lousy fertilizer," yet compost itself is fertilizer. 54 Intact corpses are hazardous pollutants. Therefore, the more traditional method of body disposal, full body burial, is also very detrimental to the environment because corpses rot and become hosts for micro-organisms and 52 Bregman, Religion, Death, and Dying, 30. 53 Mintz, "Religious Approaches," 173. 54 Roach, Stiff, 260.
insects. 55 It would be better for the environment if these micro-organisms were hosted by nutrient-rich compost.
In the late 1800s, some chose to pulverize dead bodies rather than cremate them to ensure the body would "return to the elements as soon as possible" in the form of fertilizer that would contribute to the earth. This shift in preference supports the more recent discovery that humans and compost require the same basic elements -water and oxygen -and have the same basic needs such as nutrients, energy, oxygen, and a stable, temperate environment. Some understand the human compost movement to simply liken humans to an animal rotting in the woods or reduce human bodies to the same level as garden waste. 56 Others consider the dead body to be an empty shell, a nuisance that should be discarded. 57 In contrast, the founder of Promessa prefers to recognize the dignity of each human body and therefore views the composting movement as a process that elevates garden waste to the level of humans. Green Burial Council has been designed to promote and implement sustainable methods for disposing of one's body after death. In conjunction with the up-and-coming company mentioned at the beginning of this paper, Recompose, the Green Burial Council could help promote human composting throughout the United States.
Conclusion
Despite the abundance of arguments that can be made in support of human composting from a theological perspective, it would be foolish to deny that some counterarguments also could be raised suggesting that Catholic, Daoist, and/or Jewish tradition does not align with the intentions and implications behind the human compost movement. For Catholics, the counterargument about bodily resurrection can be balanced by St. Paul's belief about spiritual resurrection. Another counterargument would recall the attention both Daoism and Judaism give to rituals that recognize the continued presence of a soul after one's death. Because Daoists believe the soul cannot truly be at rest after death until the body undergoes a proper full-body burial, they may not support the human composting process, as this process requires that the physical body be destroyed. Jews believe in an eventual resurrection of the body in which the soul will be restored back to the body in its original form. For this reason, Jews may not support human composting, because if the body were to be composted it would no longer remain intact, leaving no physical body for the soul to return to during resurrection. informed on the practices and purposes of the human compost movement, they may support this movement for the sole reason of its ability to transform a body into the basic elements of the earth and then return these elements back to the earth itself.
Jews also stress the importance of returning a body back to its original source, but in their case they consider this transfer to be one that gives the dead back to the Creator of the world, the one who built them up out of dust. Jews believe the God of all living things deserves His people to be returned directly to Him and His creation at the point of their death. Because God is not only the original Creator of this world, but also the constant Creator of all new and living things, it would serve an even greater purpose to return His people back to Him in a manner that positively contributes to His ever-evolving acts of creation. Therefore, if Jews were introduced to the creational relevance of the human compost movement, they too may support this option of body disposal after death. Jews would be giving more back to their Creator in the form of compost that will continue to serve a purpose for all of creation than if they simply return a fully intact body to the Creator.
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Overall, it is evident that Catholic, Daoist, and Jewish death practices establish theological support for human composting, igniting the expansion of this brand new movement.
Whether we want to admit it or not, religion is often what people use to cope with death and explain the unknown realities of death. Even someone who does not identify themselves as religious often will use spiritual terminology to understand death, such as the commonly heard phrase, "He/she is in a better place now." It is my hope that with the growth of this movement and a more widespread understanding of the intentions and implications behind the movement, a surplus of theological support for the movement will arise from all kinds of religious traditions. Would Islam support human composting as a legitimate option for body disposal after death?
Why, or why not? These questions could be asked of any religious tradition. It is recommended that one dive deeper into the theological grounds of their own belief system in order to come to a conclusion as to whether or not their belief system would support human composting.
